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ON DETERMINATION OF THE OPTIMAL FACTOR OF A
NONNEGATIVE MATRIX-VALUEDFUNCTION
HABIB SALEHI1
Abstract.
Let F = [/¿,], 1 <i, júq, be a measurable, nonnegative definite qXq matrix-valued function defined on the unit circle
C. ft is known that when F and log det F are in L¡(C), F admits a
factorization of the form F = 4>**, where * is an optimal, full rank
function
in I^,+ (C). Under the additional
assumption
that
) (Hf=i/«)/det
F] is in L\(C), an iterative procedure which yields
an infinite series for * in terms of F is given. The optimal function
<P plays a significant role in the multivariate prediction theory of
stochastic processes. The present work generalizes the results of
several authors concerning the determination
of the optimal

factor *.

1. Introduction.
Let F= [/„•], í¿i, j¿q<cc,
be a measurable,
nonnegative definite qXq matrix-valued
function defined on the unit
circle C. An important problem in multivariate
prediction theory is,
given that F£Li
and log det F£Li,
to find a measurable
qXq
matrix-valued
function * defined on C such that F = fl»4>*a.e. on C,
«I»£L2+, whose Oth Fourier coefficient Co has the property that

Co > 0

and

1 r2*
det C0 = exp — I
log det F de > 0.
2x-/0

An interesting iterative procedure which yields an infinite series
for * in terms of F was given by Wiener and Masani in [5] under the
hypothesis that there exist constants Ci, c2; 0¿ci¿a<°o,
such that:

(1.1)

cil ¿ F ¿ al.

In [2] Masani was able to improve the results he and Wiener gave
in [5] by assuming in lieu of condition (1.1) that:

(i) FGLi,
(1.2)

(ii) F-1 exists a.e. on C and F~lELi,
..... if X and p denote the smallest and
largest eigenvalues of F, then /x/X£Li.
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In his work [2] Masani repeatedly made use of the fact that
F~1ELi. However for many situations this condition is not necessarily satisfied as was pointed out by the author in [4].
The purpose here is to give an algorithm for finding *, similar to
the one obtained in [5], [2] and [4], under a weaker and a more
readily verifiable assumption on F. The main result of this paper is:

1.3 Theorem.
Let F= If a], lúi, j = q, be a measurable,
tive qXq matrix-valued function on C such that

(1.4)

(i)

FELi

(Ü)

{(Û/«)/detF|

nonnega-

and log det F E Lu

GLi.

Then
(a) fa=<í>i4>i,<t>iEL?2+
(see §2), \<pi\ ^0 a.e. on C, i^i^q.

(b) Let F= [fa], fa =fij/(<t>i4>j),
l¿í,já
est and the largest eigenvalues of F. Iff=

q, and A, p denote the small\{u+\],

thenf=<pd>, <j>EL2+,

I^I^O a.e. on C.
(c) Let M be defined by F=f(I+M).

Then J+M=jcx*,

x£^+.

X

optimal of full rank in L2+ (see Definition 2.1).
(d) F is factorable, F=***, &EL2+, * optimal of full rank in L2+.

If £ is defined by

"0i
0
S =

4>i

4>qJ
then the optimal factor * is given by «I»=^)S}jThe proof of this theorem essentially consists of an initial factorization of the diagonal entries of F, followed by the application of the
known results to the remaining factor. After determining the factors
<p, S and 2c in §2 and §3, a proof of Theorem 1.3 will be given near

the end of §3.
1.5 Remark.

It is easy to see that (1.1) implies (1.4). We will show

that the condition (p/X)5_1GLi implies (1.4) (ii) (for g = 2 this condition reduces to (1.2) (iii)), and that (1.2) (ii) is not necessary for the
determination
of *. We will also give a simple example where (1.2)

(ii), (iii) fail to hold, yet (1.4) is satisfied.
2. Preliminary

results.

As in [2] bold face letters A, B, etc. will
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denote qXq matrices and bold face letters F, *, etc. will denote
functions whose values are such matrices, tr, det, *, will be reserved
for the trace, determinant
and adjoint of matrices. | A\ B, will denote
the Banach norms of A.
We shall be concerned with the class Lp (1 ¿p¿
oo) of qXq matrixvalued functions F on C whose entries are in Lp in the usual sense.
L2, L\+, Li , L\~ will denote the subspace of functions in L2 whose «th
Fourier coefficients vanish for n¿0, n<0, n^O, «>0, respectively.

If FEL2 and has Fourier coefficients Ak, — °° <k< », then F+, F0+,
F_, Fo_, will denote the functions in L2, L\+, L2, L%~,whose «th
Fourier coefficients are An, for n > 0, n è 0, n < 0, n ¿ 0, respectively
(and zero for the remaining n). In L2 we introduce the Gramian,
inner product and norm
1 r2x

(*;iF)

= —

*(etó)»F*(e''«)dd,

((&,W)) = tr(4»,^F),

2irJ0
||«||

2.1 Definition,

= (tr(*.

«I»))1'2.

(a) <&EL2is said to be of full-rank if | det *(e*'s) |

>0 a.e. on C. (b) * is called an optimal function in L%+ if <&EL2+,
O(0)2^0and
WEL°2+, WW* = «M»* implies {«•(0)«**(0)}1'2g*(0).
§4 of [2] contains several interesting results pertaining to the
determination of the generating function of a multivariate stochastic

process. Below we summarize those results which are mostly relevant
to our work as will be needed in §3.

2.2 Theorem. Let (i) M be a hermitian qXq matrix-valued function
on C, and MELm,

(ii) IM(eie)I b < 1 a.e. on C,
(iii) (j+M)-iGLi,
(iv) for each WEL*, (P(W) = (TM)+.
Then (a) (P is a bounded linear operator on L2 into L2.

(b) (P(7)= M+, <P2iI)= (Af+Af)+, and so on.
(c) The series I—M++(Af+M)+— {(M+Af)+M}++

• • • ¿5 wean

converge«;!.

(d) // je ¿5 <Äeoptimal factor of (J+M)3 wi¿fe C0 as its 0th Fourier
coefficient, 1* the sum of the series in (c), then

(2.3)

T = CojfXE L°i+,

Co =T(/ + M)«"*.

1 For a function ®£L2 , *(0) denotes the value of the analytic extension of *
into the interior of C. Obviously *(0) is the 0th Fourier coefficient of F.
3 We note that under our conditions on M, I+M is factorable.
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Hence, as in [2], letting
QO

(2.4)

00

*F(eiô) = E Akekie,

W~l(eu) = £

0

&*«"",

0

we get, Ao = I, and, for m>0,
(2.0J

Am =

~ *m \

? j i ni m—n
n

/ . / . 1 pi n—pi m—n +
n

*

*j

p

where r* is the Mh Fourier coefficient of M, and all subscripts run
from 1 to oo. The ¿th Fourier coefficients of the optimal factor x
and x-1 can then De had from the relations

(2.6)

Dk = CölAk

BkCo,

3. Determination
a measurable

of the optimal factor. Let F= [fa], 1 ¿i,j^q,

nonnegative

qXq matrix-valued

function

be

defined on C

satisfying the condition (1.4).
It is well known that condition (1.4) (i) implies that F is factorable
and that the optimal factor is of full-rank. Condition (1.4) (i) also
implies the following lemma.

3.1 Lemma. Let F= [fa], lúi,júq,
eachfuELi and \ogfaELi, l^i^q.

satisfy condition (1.4) (i). Then

From Lemma 3.1 and the usual factorization
problem for nonnegative scalar-valued
functions follows that there exist optimal factors of rank 1 such that

(3.2)

4>i\ > 0 a.e. on C,

fa = <t>i<t>>,4>iE L2 ,

1g t á

The Fourier coefficients of </>,-,as usual, can be obtained from the
Fourier coefficients of log/,,,
so that we may regard (pi, i^i^q,
as known. Now let the diagonal matrix S be defined by

>i
(3.3)

fc

£ =
0

<t>tJ
With this setting we have

(3.4)

F = SFS*,

F = [ja],

Ja —fij/(i>i<P})-
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In (3.4) the first and the third matrices on the right are in L\+ and
L°2~,and the one in the middle, F, is well defined and is in Ln. Moreover Fis nonnegative and log det FELi. In brief

(3.5)

F G Lm,

log det F G Li.

By (3.5) Fis factorable:

(3.6) F = OO*,

a E l!+,

û(0) > O, O optimal in L°+.

From (3.4) and (3.6) we obtain

(3.7)

F = (SO) (SO)*.

Now let * = SO. Since SG£°+ and ÛGL°.+ , we conclude that

(3.8)
Moreover

* = SO G L?.
since S and O are full-rank,

optimal

factors by Lemma 2.3

[4] it follows that * is the full-rank, optimal factor of F.
In view of these results, for the determination
of *, it suffices to
determine the Fourier coefficients of the optimal factor O of F.

3.9 Theorem. Let F= [/#], 1 ¿i,j¿q,
be a measurable nonnegative
qXq matrix-valued function satisfying condition (5.1), and let F be de-

fined as in (3.4). Then
(a) FELaQLi.

(b) F-'ELi.
(c) If X, p denote the smallest and largest eigenvalues

of F, then

p/KELi.
Proof, (a) Since \fa/<t>i4>j\
¿1, fn=fn/4>i$j, the (i, j)th entry of F
is in Lx and hence FELX.
(b) Since the entries of F are bounded by 1 it follows that the entries of F"1 are bounded by {(q-1) !} 2/det F.4 But

KS'«)/

l/detF=

1/,^/detFGLi.

Therefore F^G^i(c) follows from (a) and (b) (see [2, p. 158]).
Now, as in [2], we let

(3.10)

f = -{p

+ \},

M = jF-I.

1 One can show that this bound can be replaced by 1/det F.
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Then as shown in [2 ], we have

(i) F = f(I+M),
(ii)

(3.11)

| M\b < 1 a.e. on C,

(iii) I+M,
(1 + M)-1 G Li,
(iv) /, 1// G In.

By (3.11) (iv), since/
found and we have

(3.12)

is scalar valued, its optimal factor <t>can be

f = H,

4>E L?,

\d>\ 9*0 a.e. on C.

By (3.11) (ii)-(iii) and Theorem 2.2 the optimal factor x of J+Mcan
be found by an iterative

(3.13)

procedure

I + M = xx*,

(cf. (2.3)-(2.6)).

We write

X E LV, x(0) > 0, x optimal.

Summing up we have proved our main result Theorem 1.3.
The following lemma and corollary shed some light on the relation
between the hypothesis (1.2) (iii) made in [2] and our condition

(1.4).
3.14 Lemma. Let F= [fa], 1 is*, j'è.q, be a measurable, nonnegative
qXq matrix-valued function on C. Let A, p be the smallest and largest

eigenvaluesof F. If (p/X^GLi,
3.15 Corollary.
our condition

then (II?_i/.i)/det

FELi.

Let g = 2. Then hypothesis (1.2) (iii) alone implies

(1.4) (ii).

Next we give an example for which the hypothesis
fied, but condition (1.2) (ii)-(iii) is not satisfied.

3.16 Example.

(1.4) (ii) is satis-

Let F = [¿ °], where

(i) 0á/,gGLi;log/,

loggGLi,

(ii) Vf, l/g£Li,
(iii) (g//)ÍLi.s
Obviously

because

(1.2) (ii)-(iii)

are not satisfied, but (1.4) (ii) is satisfied,

(S*)/

detF=/g//g

We note that our algorithm

remains

= lGLi.
valid with F= [¿ J].
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